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Uttam Rabadiya
Full Stack Developer

Surat, India 394107

+91 89803 444746

mail@uttam.dev

Experienced and self-motivated developer with over a decade of expertise in collaborating on various
web-based projects. A passionate and diligent coder dedicated to crafting customized interfaces
that prioritize accessibility, reachability, and security. Known for an organized approach in handling
multiple, concurrent deadlines and leveraging up-to-date knowledge of the technology landscape to
advocate for best practices in web design.

Laravel / PHP

VueJS / NuxtJS

JavaScript

Redis / MongoDB / MySQL

NodeJS

CI/CD

HTML/CSS

ReactJS

ElasticSearch / Algolia

2022-09 - Current Full Stack Developer
Curotec, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (Remote)

Employing Agile methodology to contribute to product development
Iteratively adding new features and resolving bugs by sprint.
Actively participating in sprint planning and retrospective sessions to
enhance team collaboration.
Conducting code reviews within team to optimize application performance.
Collaborating with product owners to address and resolve requirement
blockers.
Developed unit test cases for testing and automation.



 Education

 Certifications

2019-06 - 2022-09 Project Architect & Solution Expert
Pra-ella, Chicago, Illinois (Remote)

Resolved problems, improved operations and provided exceptional service.
Developed and implemented performance improvement strategies and
plans to promote continuous improvement.
Consulted with clients to determine functional and spatial requirements of
new structure.
Improved operations through consistent hard work and dedication.
Attended team meetings to resolve technical and project issues and review
project schedules.
Completed comprehensive code compliance evaluations to scrutinize
projects against established architectural criteria.

2016-03 - 2019-06 Senior Laravel Developer
Nestcode Infotech Pvt. Ltd., Surat, Gujarat, India

Planned and engineered RESTful web services to manipulate dynamic
datasets.
Analyzed requirements and designed, developed, and implemented
software applications for multiple websites.
Reviewed code to validate structures, assess security and verify browser,
device, and operating system compatibility.
Represented web team at meetings with executives and discussed project
goals and milestones.
Design reactive and responsive web application with NuxtJS(VueJS) and
Laravel Conducted unit testing to deliver optimal browser functionality.

2015-03 - 2016-03 Junior PHP Developer
Anjaneya Infotech, Surat, Gujarat, India

Wrote server-side and client-side code for Web projects using PHP, HTML, CSS
and JavaScript.
Developed back-end components to connect applications with web
services.
Designed user-facing elements to integrate with web APIs and server-side
logic.

2010-01 - 2013-03 Bachelor of Computer Application: Computer And Information
Sciences
Sambalpur University - Delhi, India

2019-01 Laravel Certified Developer



 Open-Source Projects

https://github.com/genesisweb/valet-linux-plus - Valet Linux+
https://github.com/uttamrabadiya/api-version-manager - Laravel API
Version Manager


